
 

 

  
 
 

For this activity, student groups will get a different scenario and consider the pros and cons of four common 
responses.  After working in small groups, students will share with the whole class.   
 

Activity Instructions:   
1. Split the students into up to six small groups. 
2. Give each group a scenario worksheet. (JA will provide a set of blank worksheets the day of the 

event.  Pages 12-14 are an example of the worksheet but includes possible student responses to 
guide your discussion.)   

3. Tell the students to read their scenario and the four common responses.   
 For each option, list good things (pros) and bad things (cons) about the option. 
 Be prepared to share their thoughts with the whole class.  

4. Give the students 3-5 minutes to complete their worksheet. (Each group will have a different 
scenario.) 

5. Have student groups share with the whole class as time allows. (Possible student responses and 
additional talking points can be found on pages 12-14.)   

 What option would they choose? 
 Did they think of any options not listed? 

 

Wrap-Up/ Key Take-Aways: 
 It’s important to think through pros, cons, and consequences before making a decision. 
 There are places you can turn if you don’t know what to do in a situation. (Parent, Teacher, 

Counselor, Friend’s Parent, Relative, etc.)  
 Sometimes our decisions affect other people.   
 Just like students experience peers cheating to get ahead (grades, etc.) adults experience similar 

pressures in their careers.   
o People may cheat in their careers to get raises or promotions at work.  
o You might be asked to say (or not to say) something or to cover something up. 
o Share an example of a time when you faced ‘peer pressure’ at work.  

 Lying by omission – what’s your responsibility?  
 

 
 
Word Bank Connection:   
As we saw in this activity, there are both good and bad things to consider in our actions.  Likewise, some of 
the words we see in the word bank can have both good and bad consequences.   
 
Use easygoing as an example and then have the students consider some of their words on their own.   
 

 

Easygoing: 
 

         The Good:                               The Bad:  

- Flexible                                        - Unlikely to speak up (good ideas 
- Level headed                                 not heard) 
- Let things “roll off” your back       - Not concerned with deadlines 
- Not dramatic                                - Lack motivation to get things         
                                                         done 
     

 

The Good & The Bad - Volunteer



 

 

  
 

 

Scenario One:  You see another student cheating on homework or a test. 

 

Ignore it: 
 

         The Good:                            The Bad:  

- Keep the peace                   - Not fair   
- Not getting involved; no       - Cheater doesn’t learn content    
  peer retaliation                     - Cheater will continue to cheat 
                                                

 

Confront the student cheating directly: 
 

         The Good:                         The Bad:  

- Addresses it directly              - Possible peer retaliation       
- They don’t get in trouble        - How others view you           
- Once confronted, they           - Could lose a friend 
  might stop 
- You could help them study 

 

Tell the teacher: 
 

       The Good:                            The Bad:  
 
- You are being honest           - May be peer retaliation if the  
- Shows Trustworthiness           cheater finds out 
- Teacher addresses issue     - Seen as the tattletale 
  but doesn’t mention you         

 

Only say something if you are asked: 
 

        The Good:                          The Bad:  

- Minding your own business   - Lying by omission  
- You may never have to         - Withholding information 
  get involved                           - People may wonder why      
                                                  you didn’t just come 
                                                  forward (untrustworthy) 

 

Talking Prompts: 
 What if the teacher accidentally posted the answer key to a test verses an assignment?   
 Is there a difference between googling for an answer and asking another person?   
 What would be classified as cheating and what could be classified as helping and learning? 

 
 

 

Scenario Two:  A friend asks you to call school as his/her parent to get him/her excused.  

 

Agree to make the call: 
 

         The Good:                            The Bad:  

- Friend is happy                     - Part of a lie 
                                                - You might feel guilty                  
                                                - You could get in trouble by 
                                                   the school or parents 
                                                - Lose trust by parents 

 

Agree, but ask for something in return:  
 

         The Good:                         The Bad:  

- Could help you out in            - Could get you both in 
  future                                       trouble 

 

 

 

Decline; do not make the call: 
 

       The Good:                            The Bad:  

- Keeps you out of trouble       - Upset friend  
- Keeps your friend from  
  skipping school 

 

 

 

Ask your parent(s) or another adult what to do: 
 

        The Good:                          The Bad:  

- Builds trust                          - Upset Friend 
- Shows you recognize          - Friend’s parents might find 
  when a situation is bigger       out 
  than yourself                        - Friend might get in trouble 
- Keeps you out of trouble 
- Keeps your friend from  
  skipping school 

The Good & The Bad  
Worksheet with Possible Responses



 

 

  
 
 
 

 

Scenario Three:  You hear a rumor that isn’t true about someone who isn’t nice to you.   

 

Ignore it: 
 

         The Good:                            The Bad:  

-Avoid conflict                         - The rumor could hurt the   
-Minding your own business      person 
                                                - The rumor will spread 

 

Confront who you heard it from and tell the truth:  

 

         The Good:                         The Bad:  

- Addresses it directly               - Possible peer retaliation 
- Rumor could be stopped        - Seen as the goody two- 
- The person who isn’t nice         shoes 
   to you would appreciate you 

 

Continue spreading the rumor:  
 

       The Good:                            The Bad:  

-The person not nice to you   - You are in the wrong as much
  knows how it feels                  as the person who started it 
-Why not? It feels good to      - Spreading rumors could get  
  be mean back                         you involved in future ones 
                                               - Continues the cycle 

 

Tell the person the rumor is about so they know:  
 

        The Good:                          The Bad:  

- Person will appreciate you    - Peer retaliation from  
- May help mend the                  person who started rumor 
  relationship                            - Seen as the goody two- 
- The truth can come out           shoes 
- Shows compassion 

 

Talking Prompts: 
 What if the rumor was being spread about a friend?  How would that be different?  

 
 
 

 

Scenario Four:  Someone asks you to let him/her copy your homework.  

 

Agree to allow him/her to copy: 
 

         The Good:                            The Bad:  

- Peer grateful                         - Cheating 
- Peer could learn from           - You could get caught and get 
  correct answers given             in trouble 
- Student could ask you          - Peer won’t learn it or be  
  questions and get more          prepped for next test 
  engaged                               - They will continue to ask you     
                                               - Others will catch on & ask too 

 

Agree, but ask for something in return:  
 

         The Good:                         The Bad:  

- You get something               - Still cheating with added 
- They may think twice next      blackmail 
   time                                        
 

 

 

 

Decline, not allowing him/her to copy: 
 

       The Good:                            The Bad:  

- Doing the right thing            - They will ask someone else 
- Trustworthy                          - Possible peer retaliation 
- Peer is forced to do the       - Could lose a friend 
  work (learn)                          - Peer could fail the assignment  
- They won’t ask again              
- You won’t get in trouble 

 

Decline and tell your teacher:  
 

        The Good:                          The Bad:  

- Shows honesty/trust            - Risk others finding out;  
- The teacher could address    possible peer retaliation 
   the whole class, so not       - Peer gets in trouble 
   singled out 
- You are not responsible 

The Good & The Bad  
Worksheet with Possible Responses



 

 

  
 

 
 

 

Scenario Five:  You are a passenger in a car and the driver starts texting. 

 

Ignore it: 
 

         The Good:                            The Bad:  

-Avoid confrontation                - Putting yourself in harms way
                                                - Could get in accident 
                                                - Not helping stop a bad habit 
                                                - Illegal in some states  

 

Ask the driver to stop texting: 
 

         The Good:                         The Bad:  

- They might stop                     - Potential confrontation 
- Encouraged to break habit    - Could be more reckless 
- Decreases risk of accident       if they get upset 

 

Offer to text for the driver: 

       The Good:                            The Bad:  

-Text still gets sent, but          - They might not want you to 
  everyone is safer                     see their phone 
                                               - They may think you don’t trust 
                                                  them to keep you safe 

 

 

Choose not to ride with him/her in the future: 

        The Good:                          The Bad:  

- You are not in danger          - Inconvenient; Need to find  
- Avoid future conflict                new transportation 
                                               - Might miss out on fun   
                                                 things 

 

Talking Prompts: 
 Does it matter if the car is stopped at a light? What if he/she is just checking a notification and not texting?  
 SD has a law against texting while driving for all ages.  Drivers under the age of 18 are also prohibited from 

using a handheld wireless communication device. (Fine $100)  Some communities have additional ordinances 
that ban distracted driving  https://www.yourmechanic.com/article/cell-phones-and-texting-distracted-driving-
laws-in-south-dakota.  
 
 

 

Scenario Six:  You witness vandalism at the school. 
 

Ignore it: 
 

         The Good:                            The Bad:  

- Avoid conflict                        - Affects the entire school 
- You are not involved            - Could lead to more vandalism
                                               - Cost of repair takes away from 
                                                  other purchases 
                                               - Lying by omission 

 

Confront the person doing the vandalism directly: 
 

         The Good:                         The Bad:  

- Addresses it directly             - Possible peer retaliation  
- They might stop                    - If someone finds out, you  
- Standing up for what is           could be seen as an  
   right                                        accomplice 
  

 

Anonymously report it (teacher, office, parent, etc.): 
 

       The Good:                            The Bad:  

- Person will be confronted/    - It could come out that you 
  stopped                                   were the reporter 
- Proper consequences can     
  be addressed 
- No peer retaliation 

 

Only say something if you are asked: 
 

        The Good:                          The Bad:  

- Being truthful                        - Could be seen as an 
- Helping vandalizer get           accomplice 
  caught                                  - Could have stopped 
                                                 additional vandalism  
                                                 sooner 

 

The Good & The Bad  
Worksheet with Possible Responses


